
ILTA-IDOI Meeting 

Thursday, July 21, 2022 

10:30 – 11:30 am 

 

Agenda 

1. ILTA-IDOI Quarterly Meeting Schedule (All meetings scheduled for 10:30 am, at IDOI 

Office 311 W Washington Street until further notice) October 27, 2022 

2. Examination trends and findings – RREAL violations are still increasing for nonresidential 

agencies and remaining steady for residential agencies.  Monthly filing transactions peaked 

in March of 2022 and have dropped by about 3000 since.    

a. Mark’s concern with exam findings is mainly inducements.  

3. TIEFF fee payments are up from 2021 to 2022 due to increase in overall transactions 

 Quarterly RREAL Database sweeps Inaccurate entries -353 

 Bogus entries -9  

 Licensee info corrections -12 

4. Discussion on the “Indiana Property Tax Benefits Form”  

a.  IDOI has jurisdiction.  

b. On RON present it online in yellow. Send it to them in yellow. Somehow it must be 

presented in yellow. 

5. Any additional items ILTA group would like to discuss.   

1. Realtor email – realtors push wire fraud off on the title agent when most of the time it’s 

the realtor’s email that is compromised. 

2. Earnest money issues - Real estate agents are starting to abandon their escrow accounts 

and have the title agent hold all funds. However, they are not giving us signed 

agreements when deals fall through. What do we do then as we can’t escheat it because 

we don’t know whose money it is if there is no signed release? Do we need a statute like 



the realtors have where they send out letters giving notice and no response is deemed 

authorization? Mark has seen complaints from realtors where the title company won’t 

release the funds. It costs $1500 to interplead funds to the court so it’s not worth it on the 

smaller earnest amounts. MIBOR escrow account addendum approved by us required so 

that if they check the box there is some kind of agreement.  

3. Questionable by statute whether we should be splitting and paying the selling broker fee. 

It’s been like that by custom for a long time. Technically one check should go to the 

listing broker and the listing broker should pay the selling broker. Some realtors ask us to 

split their checks several ways on top of that. Should talk to IAR regarding how all of the 

tasks they are adding on to our plate impacts the bottom line and we would have to raise 

closing fees etc. otherwise it’s a loss. That ends up being an added cost to the consumer. 

Would doing it for free look like an inducement to the Department? It benefits the realtor 

without any compensation to the agent. It does not benefit the consumer.  

a. Joint program with ILTA and IAR regarding the things that go wrong on the 

purchase agreement.  

4. What about the country wide realtors who only charge a 2% commission? MV Realty is a 

current example – puts a lien on the property and asks for a commitment for them to be 

their realtor any time in the next 40 years. They are a member of MIBOR and they are 

recruiting realtors. Also a member of IAR. The Uniform Law Commission is looking at 

this now.  


